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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E, F be complex locally convex spaces and CS(E) denote the set of 
all continuous eminorms on E. Let E, = (E, ct) be E seminormed by 
c( ECS(E). B, Jx) is the open ball in E, of center xE E and radius r> 0. 
Let U be an open nonvoid subset of E. Then f: U + F is said to be 
holomorphic if it is both finitely holomorphic and continuous; for details 
see [ 11. We denote by &‘( U; F) the vector space of all such f: U + F. 
Let Z7;: E --) Ej be a continuous linear mapping, called a projection, 
between the complex locally convex spaces E and E, (i E I), where I is a 
nonvoid set, such that we have the projective limit representation (PLR) 
E = proj lim,, Ei, that is, the topology zTE given on E is the supremum of 
the inverse image Z7; ‘(Y-E;) by ZZi of the topology YE, given on Ei for all 
i E I. For every nonvoid subset I, c Z, let (E, I,,) be E whose topology is 
given to be the supremum of the inverse image ZZ; ‘(YEi) for all i E Z,; 
when Z7;‘(TEi) is finer than ZZ,-‘(TEj) for i,j~ Z, we write 
Z7,: ‘(YE,) c Z7; ‘(FE;). For every complex locally convex space E, we 
have the standard projective limit representation E = proj lim, ECS(E) E,. 
L. Nachbin [2] showed the proposition that holomorphic factorization, 
hence uniform holomorphy, holds for every complex locally convex space 
E satisfying the Grothendieck condition and such that, from every open 
cover of every open subset U of E, we can extract a countable subcover of 
U (Lindeltif condition for U). In addition to that, in [2] he presented some 
open problems concerning improvement of the above proposition which 
applies trivially to every complex seminormed space E and which is a 
natural consequence of a proposition applying to holomorphic fac- 
torization a d uniform holomorphy over projective limit representations. 
In this paper, affirmative answers to the problems are given. 
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2. THE PLR GROTHENDIECK CONDITION AND PLR LINDEL~F CONDITION 
DEFINITION 1. A projective limit representation E= proj lim,,, Ei is 
said to satisfy the PLR Grothendieck condition if for every countable 
subset Z, of Z, there is iO E I such that 
Z7-‘(~E,)cZI,‘(~E;J for all i E I,. 
We say that the projective limit representation s surjective when every Zi’, 
is surjective. 
Remark 2. A projective limit representation E = proj lim,, [Ei satisfying 
the PLR Grothendieck condition must be basic, but obviously the converse 
does not hold; for the definition fa basic projective limit representation 
see [2]. The PLR Grothendieck condition holds for the standard projec- 
tive limit representation of every complex locally convex space satisfying 
the Grothendieck condition, trivially. 
DEFINITION 3. Let U be an open subset of E. A uniformly open cover of 
U with respect o a projective limit representation E= proj hm,,, Ei is the 
open cover of U consisting ofuniformly open subsets in the projective limit 
representation E = proj lim, t, E,. 
DEFINITION 4. A projective limit representation E = proj limi,,E, is 
said to satisfy the PLR Lindelof condition if for every uniformly open cover 
of every open subset U of E with respect o the projective limit represen- 
tation E= proj limit, E,, there exist a countable subset I, of Z and a 
subcover of U consisting ofopen subsets in (E, Z,). 
EXAMPLE 5. The PLR Lindelof condition holds for the standard projec- 
tive limit representation of every complex metrizable ocally convex space, 
trivially. 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume that a projective limit representation E =
proj lim,, [Ei is surjective andsatisfies both the PLR Grothendieck ondition 
and the PLR Lindelii; condition. Then holomorphic factorization, hence 
un$orm holomorphy, holds for the projective limit representation E =
proj lim,,,E,. 
Proof Consider an equilocally bounded subset X of S(U; F), where U 
is an open connected nonvoid subset of E and F is a complex locally 
convex space. Since the projective limit representation s basic, there xists 
a uniformly open cover V? of U with respect to the projective limit represen- 
tation such that every TE V is convex and every restriction f 1 T is bounded 
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on T for every fe 3 and T E %Y. By the PLR Lindelof condition, there xist 
a countable subset I, of I and a subcover ‘& such that every VE %$ is open 
in (E, Z,). By the PLR Grothendieck condition, there is i, E I such that 
zz-‘(.tTE,)c n,~‘(sE,) for all i E Z,. 
Thus @, consists of open subsets in (E, iO). Let VE qO. Then 
c/y= suP{BCf(x)l: x E V} < too for every fE X, Z? ECS(F). Since V is 
open in (E, i,), there is an open nonvoid subset W, of E, with 
ZZ,; ‘( IV,,) c I/. For any XE ZZ,;‘( IV,,), there is (X,E CS(E,) for which 
B,,“, ,(ZZ,(x)) c IV,. Then B,. ,(x) c ZZ!;‘( IV,,) c V if we set CI = ai 17, E 
CS(E), so that (by assuming that F is a Hausdorff space, as we may) 
Cauchy’s inequality gives /?[df(x)( y ]s Cl{,4 y) = C,c(,,(ZZ,,( y)).Thus 
yEZZ,;‘(O) implies fl[@(x)(y)] =0 for every feX^, xeII,;‘(W,), 
y E ZZ, ’ (0), fl ECS( F). Therefore df(x)( y) = 0 for every fe X, x E ZZ,; ’( IV,,), 
JJE ZZi; ‘(0). By the uniqueness of holomorphic continuation, we get 
~If(x)(y) = 0 for every f E ?l, x E U, y E l7i, ‘(0). Hence every f E 3 is con- 
stant on every connected component of Un [x + n,;‘(O)] for all x E U. 
Next let W= ZZ,( I’). Then W is open in E,, because V is open in (E, iO) and 
17, is surjective. For every f E 3, define g: W + F by g 3 ZZ,, =f: Then g is 
well defined because V is convex and f is constant on every connected com- 
ponent of U n [X+ ZZ,; ‘(0)] for all x E U. It is easily seen that 
gEX(W; F). Q.E.D. 
3. THE QUASI-LINDELBF CONDITION 
DEFINITION 7. A complex locally convex space E is said to satisfy the 
quasi-Lindeliif condition if the standard projective limit representation 
E = proj lim, ECS(E) E, satisfies thePLR Lindelof condition. 
EXAMPLE 8. By Example 5, every complex metrizable locally convex 
space satisfies trivially the quasi-Lindeliif condition, but not the Lindelof 
condition. 
PROPOSITION 9. Holomorphic factorization, hence uniform holomorphy, 
holds for every complex locally convex space E satisfying both the Grothen- 
dieck condition and the quasi-Lindel6f condition. 
Proof If E satishes both the Grothendieck condition and the quasi- 
Lindelijf condition, then the standard projective limit representation 
E=proj lim..,,(,, E, satisfies trivially both the PLR Grothendieck 
condition and the PLR Lindelbf condition. Apply Proposition 6. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 10. In Proposition 9 every open subset U of E is then 
uniformly open in the sense that U is open for some continuous eminorm 
of E. It is plain that every complex seminormed space E satisfies both the 
Grothendieck condition and the quasi-Lindelof condition. Therefore 
holomorphic factorization, hence uniform holomorphy, holds for every 
complex seminormed space E, to which Proposition 9 applies, trivially. 
COROLLARY 11. Holomorphic factorization, hence uniform hoiomorphy, 
holds for every complex locally convex space E satisfying the Grothendieck 
condition, and such that, from every open cover of every open subset U of E, 
we can extract a countable subcover of U (Lindelif condition for U). 
Proof: If, from every open cover of every open subset U of E, we can 
extract a countable subcover of 17, then E satisfies trivially the quasi- 
Lindelof condition. Apply Proposition 9. Q.E.D. 
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